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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

It was a normal school day at my elementary school in an urban school district.
Grade level teachers were gathered around a table to examine the latest student scores
and data on formative and summative assessments. Again, the scores of the English
learners were cause for concern. They were not at grade level and thus had dropped into
the dreaded “yellow” or “red” color coded categories for intervention. An administrator
turned to me, a second year teacher at the time and the lone ESL teacher, and said, “What
do we need to do for these kids?”
The students at my school are not newcomers to the English language. Most of
my students have spent their entire educational career in the United States, yet are not yet
proficient enough at English to meet grade level expectations on standardized tests and
other summative assessments. These students are stuck in the dreaded no-man‟s land
between beginning language learner and native-like English proficiency. Due to the
increased accountability measures attached to standardized test scores, the urgency for
ESL students to be proficient on standardized tests is profound. I want to learn how best
to help these students acquire the language skills they need in order to succeed
academically. This is my challenge as an ESL teacher and the reason I choose the topic
of language objectives. I wanted to learn how to move an experienced English Language
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Learner to the highest level of language proficiency and thus the highest levels of
opportunity in our educational system and beyond.
Education is changing to try to better meet the needs of English Language
Learners. In my district, language teachers and mainstream content teachers no longer
work in isolation. English as a Second Language (ESL) teachers collaborate with
mainstream teachers in teaching content to English Language Learners (ELLs). The role
of the ESL teacher is to bring specific knowledge of the English language and how to
teach language using the mainstream content in the classroom. The ESL teacher looks at
content through the lens of language to determine the academic language that the students
will need to understand or produce and learn in the unit of study. The ESL teacher first
determines the academic language and then creates a language objective which should be
taught to students so that content learning is accessible.
I am currently an ESL teacher in an elementary school in an urban district in the
Midwest. As the only ESL teacher in the school, I work collaboratively with teachers in
grades one through five. As a collaborative ESL teacher, I need to be able to clearly
communicate to the mainstream teacher what language teaching and learning are
necessary for the content objective to be attained by ELLs. Language objectives are the
accepted means of focusing mainstream instruction so that specific language elements are
intentionally taught. The teachers in my school are very competent at delivering content
instruction, and I need to be equally competent at creating language objectives and
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delivering specific language instruction. I need to be able to look at various grade level
content, read through it and be able to identify the academic language demands and thus
the language objectives for each unit of study.
This expectation was reinforced through pedagogical work in the MA-ESL
program at Hamline. We were taught that each unit of study needs to have both a content
objective for all students and also a language objective. I am not confident in my ability
to create language objectives and effectively teach those objectives within the content. I
think this is due to the following factors: wanting a clear understanding or definition of
what a quality language objective is, a defined process for creating a language objective
based on the language levels of the student and content objective, and the knowledge of
how to create a language objective that is practical and efficient to teach within a predesigned unit of study.
What I want to know is how an ELL teacher looks at a content objective and
creates a quality language objective. I will begin to answer this question by going
straight to the sources. I will interview experts in the field of language, ESL teachers and
mainstream teachers. I will ask them to create a language objective, and then I will
compare all their answers to see if I can discern some sort of process that is commonly
used. Through interviewing others who are proficient or expert at language objectives, I
hope to better understand what a language objective is and how to determine language
objectives from content. Throughout the process of this study, I will keep a personal
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metacognition journal to help me process new information and my thinking. This will be
an introspective self-ethnographic case study investigating language objectives and how a
teacher can learn to identify language objectives from content objectives.
This information will benefit me as a third year teacher and the only full time ESL
teacher in a school with 65 ELLs. I need to be a credible and knowledgeable resource for
teachers regarding academic language and language objectives which relate to content
material. My hope is to gain a better understanding of what a quality language objective
is and create a consistent process for writing quality language objectives. A helpful result
of this investigation would be resource materials for creating quality language objectives
for my own personal use and as a resource for mainstream classroom teachers who
request it.

English as a Second Language in My School
The district in which this case study will take place has received mandates by the
Office of Civil Rights (OCR) to better meet the needs of ELLs in the district. In reaction,
the district has clearly articulated a plan for enhancing language services within the
district that includes hiring more ESL and bilingual education teachers. Adding more
teachers is the first step in meeting the needs of ELLs. The next step is to implement a
program model that provides language support during the entire class day and prepares
students for success with English language concepts and grade level academic content.
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Program models offer different ways in which to provide ESL services to students within
a school or a district. Two program models that have been used to provide ESL services
are pullout and collaboration.
The collaboration model provides for some communication and cooperation
between the mainstream classroom teacher and the ESL teacher in terms of objectives,
curriculum and planning. How collaboration is actually realized can take the form of
push in or co-teaching. Push in occurs when the mainstream teacher actually leads the
lesson and the ESL teacher is aware of the content and in the classroom to support the
ESL students. Co-teaching occurs when the mainstream and ESL teachers plan the
lesson together and both share a part in leading and supporting the lesson. The program
model in my school is a collaborative model which includes pushing into a classroom and
working separately with guided reading groups, co-teaching lessons and collaborative
pull out where students work on the same content objectives, but in different spaces and
in different ways.
The Study
In this study I will be collaborating with mainstream teachers, ESL professors and
other ESL teachers. I will be both the researcher and participant. I will have all
participants use elementary reading content material and ask that they create a language
objective. In my role as the researcher, I will be interviewing mainstream teachers, ELL
teachers and experts in the field of English as a Second Language about the language
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objective they created and the process they used to create it. Throughout the process of
interviewing others, I will be journaling about my experiences and what I am learning
from the interviews. This will be a qualitative study in which my own personal learning
will be reflected upon and examined. As the researcher, I will also analyze all interview
answers to determine if there is a pattern and therefore a process that can be used to
determine language objectives from content. Experts will be professors from the Second
Language Teaching and Learning program at Hamline University. Colleagues will be
English as a Second Language teachers in urban school districts. Mainstream classroom
teachers will be elementary teachers who have ELLs in their classroom. The
metacognition journal will be kept by me.
The study will be a mixed method case study with questionnaires, interviews and
a personal metacognition journal. Identifying language objectives is a major part of an
ESL teacher‟s role in both educating their students and helping mainstream teachers. I
need to be the expert in my building for all language related matters. This means that I
need to be an expert on the topic of language objectives. I need to have a clear definition
of what a quality language objective should be, and I also need to be able to reliably and
consistently look at content, determine the academic language needed and then create a
language objective.
Before I embark on this ambitious project, I need to acknowledge my assumption
that there is no clear, definitive process for determining language objectives. I assume
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that if I give the exact same story to each person that I interview, they will give me
different language objectives. I believe that despite trying to remove all variables except
for the participant, I will receive a variety of language objectives because people use
different processes to determine what the language objective should be.
Guiding Questions
Through the course of my project I will be guided by the following questions:
Given a specific text, what language objective is identified? How do teachers identify a
language objective? What factors guide the teacher in deciding on the specific language
objective? What is a language objective? What new learning did I acquire through the
process of doing this study?
Summary
In this study, I will be looking to answer a fundamental question in the field of
ESL regarding language objectives. I will also obtain information from experts and
colleagues that I will then analyze to determine if I can find a common process used by
ESL teachers to determine quality language objectives based on content. Many schools
are now realizing they need to better support their ESL students, largely due to ELLs
underperforming on standardized tests, and these schools are struggling to implement a
system that best meets the needs of ESL students. Language objectives are a key factor
in identifying and addressing the academic language that ELLs need to learn in order to
be successful in academic settings.
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Chapter One introduced my research by establishing the purpose, significance and
need for the study. The context of the study was briefly introduced as was the role,
assumptions and biases of the researcher. In Chapter Two, I provide a review of the
literature relevant to language objectives. Chapter Three includes a description of the
research design and methodology that guides this study. Chapter Four presents the
results of this study. In Chapter Five, I reflect on the data collected. I also discuss the
limitations of the study, implications for further research and recommendations for
implementation.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this study is to examine the process for identifying and writing a
language objective according to mainstream teachers, ESL teachers and ESL experts.
Through the course of my project I will be guided by the following questions: Given a
specific text, what language objective is identified? How do teachers identify a language
objective? What factors guide the teacher in deciding on the specific language objective?
What is a language objective? What new learning did I acquire through the process of
doing this study?
There is a mandate in my district for ESL teachers to work collaboratively with
mainstream teachers to provide service for ELLs. At my school, the ESL teacher
collaborates in each ELL grade level classroom for one hour a day. Collaboration for one
hour a day does not guarantee that an ELL student‟s academic language needs are met in
all classes throughout the day. Thus, ELL teachers need to be not only a teacher, but also
a resource for mainstream teachers. One way that an ELL teacher can be a resource is by
helping mainstream teachers effectively identify potential academic language issues for
ELLs and create language objectives to address those issues within a lesson.
This chapter provides an overview of models of programming and delivery, levels
of English language proficiency, academic language, functional linguistics and registers,
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genres, linguistic patterns and vocabulary. It will also address the gap that exists in this
topic area of research and finally reviews the guiding research questions.
Models of Programming and Delivery
Collaboration models involving both the ESL and mainstream teachers have
recently become a popular model of service delivery (Martinson Holt, 2004). In a
collaborative model, all students have full access to the classroom curriculum. The
mainstream teacher and ESL teacher provide instruction within the classroom
collaboratively. ESL students are fully integrated with their mainstream classroom peers
and thus are exposed to multiple, continuous language models throughout the day.
In the collaborative model, an identified best practice is shared planning time with
the ESL and mainstream teachers (Young, 2006). Shared planning time allows teachers
to reflect on lessons already delivered, discuss and address student needs and
cooperatively plan future lessons. In planning cooperative lessons for mainstream and
ELLs, it is important to identify the language demand of the lesson and design specific
language objectives to help the teachers incorporate activities that support academic
language development (Echevarria, Vogt, & Short, 2000).
Content based instruction (CBI) is a framework that combines both mainstream
content and academic language. CBI is an instructional framework that assumes
mainstream content as the basis for collaboration between the mainstream and ELL
teacher. In this model, the mainstream teacher would be responsible for the content,
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while the ELL teacher would focus on the language functions necessary for that content
(Snow, Met & Genesee, 1989). CBI is further focused in three categories: task, content
and language (Short, 2002). Task refers to independent practice or formative assessment.
Content encompasses subject area content and cognitive learning strategies. Language
means all structures, functions and language learning strategies. Language structures
include grammar, vocabulary, and text organization.
CBI is usually incorporated into a lesson through a content-based text or task.
The goal of CBI is to allow for collaborative curriculum development between
mainstream and ESL teachers. However, because content is the basis for the CBI model,
there is always the challenge of content overwhelming the language focus.
Thus, the CBI model has been further refined into the Connections Model
(Bigelow, Ranney & Dahlman, 2006) in the hopes that in this model content would not
overwhelm the academic language. The basis of the Connections Model is the content,
including content texts and the corresponding tasks demanded. The second part of the
Connections Model is the language functions within the content text and the tasks which
the language functions demand. The last part of the Connections Model is language
structures, which are grammatical form and vocabulary in the content text and text format
and features.
Connecting all three parts are the learning strategies that will be employed
throughout the lesson (Bigelow, Ranney & Dahlman, 2006). Thus, the Connections
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Model draws from all previous CBI models and incorporates any possible language
issues under two main umbrella terms, language functions and language structures. The
Connections Model aims to resolve the issue of content overwhelming language. This
model tries to simplify the process by explicitly including every aspect of language that
could be encountered.
Another model that provides guidelines and suggestions on how to incorporate
academic language into content is content based language teaching (CBLT). CBLT is
similar to CBI in that the basis is content and the secondary focus is how to teach that
content while developing a second language (Hoare, Kong & Bell, 2008). In CBLT,
there are content-obligatory language objectives and content-compatible language
objectives. Content-obligatory objectives are language concepts that are necessary to
comprehend the content material or language that will be necessary for an assessment.
Content-compatible language objectives are not essential, but easily lend themselves to
exploration within the topic/content of the lesson. The study conducted by Hoare, Kong
& Bell (2008) tried to interweave overall content objectives from their university syllabus
with specific language objectives for the students. In the study, they defined language
objectives as “targeted aspects of language identified and selected for learning and
development purposes” (Hoare, Kong & Bell, p.189, 2008).
What was unique about this study was that instead of providing only a suggested
framework, this case study actually took it a step further into practice. The process that
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they used was to first create the content objectives and then create their assessments for
each content objective. Using both the content objective and planned assessment, they
determined what language structures or forms would be necessary for students to
successfully achieve the content objectives, thus creating their language objectives. In
this case study, in addition to any university level exams, all students had to pass a
national standardized test that assessed their language proficiency. The researchers were
able to use the data from the standardized test to assess the relative success of the
language learning of the students and thus related to the teaching and learning of the
language objectives. In this case study, almost 100% of the students were rated proficient
on their standardized test.
There were three main points from this case study that directly related to this
paper: the articulation of a process used to determine how to create language objectives
from content objectives, the articulation of specific language objectives that were then
used in the classroom, and measurement of the outcomes of student proficiency which
could relate to the language objectives that were used.
There are comprehensive programs that are packaged and sold to schools and
districts that provide tools or suggestions for how teachers can bring academic language
into the language of instruction, reading, writing and student responses.
Persida and William Himmele offer suggestions for teaching ELLs in their book
The Language-Rich Classroom: A Research-Based Framework for Teaching English
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(2009). Their framework is called CHATS, which stands for Content reading strategies,
Higher order thinking skills, Assessment, Total participation techniques and Scaffolding.
Basically, the CHATS framework addresses content and assessment and then encourages
using Total Participation Techniques to socialize the learning. The grade level content
becomes accessible to every student through the use of scaffolds-including the Total
Participation Techniques.
Jane Hill & Kathleen Flynn, in Classroom Instruction That Works with English
Language Learners (2006), also provide suggestions for working with ELLs, including
content and language objectives to focus learning, higher order questioning, writing as a
means of processing and reflecting and socializing intelligence through cooperative
learning.
Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) is another such program and it
encourages the use of language objectives (Echevarria, Vogt & Short, 2000). The goal of
including specific language objectives is to increase the language proficiency of ELLs.
The latest framework that is influencing instruction for ELLs is the World-Class
Instructional Design and Assessment (WIDA) English Language Development standards.
This framework is broken down into grade level clusters and further refined into
formative and summative frameworks with standards based on language levels. WIDA
encourages the use of scaffolding or supports to increase the academic language of ELLs.
The three types of supports suggested are sensory, graphic and interactive. However, the
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state of Minnesota has only recently become a part of the WIDA consortium, so
knowledge and implementation of the WIDA frameworks is in the very preliminary
stages (www.wida.us).
Each framework or protocol offers suggestions on how best to teach academic
language to ELLs in the hopes of leapfrogging the five to seven years that it takes ELLs
to acquire academic language (Cummins, 1981).
Measuring English Language Proficiency
Language acquisition is a process and the process of language learning must be
measured in order to assess where a student is at and if they are making progress. The
language level of a student is described along a continuum of English Language
Proficiency (ELP). ELP encompasses the four modalities of speaking, listening, reading
and writing. Proficiency is measured using standardized language assessments and
student proficiency levels are described along a continuum in terms of the language
acquisition process. The state of Minnesota will be using the WIDA-ACCESS
(Assessing Comprehension and Communication in English State-to-State for English
Language Learners) standardized language assessment starting in the 2011-2012 school
year. A scale of 1-6 describes the language level of the student, level 1 being at the
beginning stages of language acquisition and level 5 being a transitional phase, meaning
close to native-like language skills. Students that are at level 6 are considered to be
reaching grade level standards and thus no longer requiring any specialized English
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instruction. ELP can be measured using formative assessments in combination with
standardized tests. WIDA also provides specific language level performance standards
and Can Do Descriptors for each language proficiency level. The state of Minnesota has
adopted WIDA standards and assessments for English learners as of the 2011-2012
school year.
Academic Language
When examining the broad topic of academic language, one must first look at the
idea of social language and academic language and acknowledge the difference between
each. Cummins (1981) presented this idea as basic interpersonal communication skills
(BICS) and cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP). Plainly put, BICS is
social language and CALP is academic language (Cummins, 1981). High stakes testing
is the benchmark for defining a successful school; therefore, academic language becomes
ever more important for both teaching and learning. Another aspect of academic
language is the socialization of academic language, encouraging students to use it not
only in writing, but also in academic discussion. Academic language should be
intentionally woven into every aspect of a lesson to allow for as much language modeling
and practice as possible including frontloading language - vocabulary, explicit
instruction, modeling, partner work, presentations, writing and assessments (Zwiers,
2008). Defining academic language as the language of school is overly simplistic.
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Academic language is defined by linguists as encompassing linguistic registers, genres,
vocabulary and language patterns used to create meaning (Schleppegrell, 2009).
Functional Linguistics, Registers
Academic language is not limited to the words typed in a book or on a test.
Academic language also has different registers which are defined by Halliday as
A set of meanings that is appropriate to a particular function of language, together
with the words and structures which express these meanings. We can refer to a
„mathematics register‟, in the sense of the meanings that belong to the language of
mathematics… and that a language must express if it is being used for
mathematical purposes. Registers…also involve new styles of meaning, ways of
developing an argument, and of combining existing elements into new
combinations (1978, p.195-196).
Halliday further defines the topic of register into three different categories: field,
tenor and mode. Register takes the grammatical focus of language functions and forms
and adds the concept of context to give a well rounded assessment of the language
demands that all ESL students need to be prepared for. The contextual variable “field” is
defined as presenting ideas. Students need to use the right words to get a point across to
the listener or reader. “Tenor” is defined as taking a stance, or taking into account
interpersonal relationships within context. Mood helps to determine tenor; it is the
implicit understanding between a speaker and a listener or a writer and a reader. Tenor is
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the way we infer whether someone is commanding, asking or simply stating something.
There is a constant negotiation between the words used and the meaning behind those
words. “Tenor” recognizes that negotiation. In speaking, tenor could be recognized
through intonation or stress. However, in writing, tenor is conveyed through grammatical
structure and word choice. Mode is defined as the grammatical ways in which text is
used to structure or convey the information within a text (Schleppegrell, 2004).
Genre
In functional linguistics, the word genre is used differently than in simply
categorizing books. Functional linguistics genres are not the same as literary genres. In
terms of functional linguistics, some genres are recount, narrative, procedure, report,
account, explanation and exposition (Schleppegrell, 2004). Each genre has specific
register features or forms that are commonly used. Recount and narrative can both be
personal genres and students experience this genre as beginning readers and writers.
Recount is usually the first genre that elementary students encounter in both reading and
writing.
Recounts are recreations of personal experiences and use the register features
(forms) of personal pronouns, additive and temporal conjunctions that link clauses and
past tense. Recounts usually only have one actor, which means there is one person who
is describing the experience, usually their own experience. For example, a simple
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recount would be a student writing about their favorite memory from summer vacation.
In Chapter Four, the text that is used in the practical application is a recount.
Developmentally, the next genre that students encounter is narrative
(Schleppegrell, 2004). A narrative is a recount, but with greater evaluative language that
is used to draw implications. In order to do this, new register features are brought into
the mix, including changing between past tense for the recount and present tense for
evaluative statements, embedded clauses expand to nominal groups and adverbs
introduce behavior and express judgment. Narratives also include problematic events,
complicating actions and resolutions. Narratives usually have an overall point to the
story and more than one actor or point of view throughout the story. A classic example
of a narrative would be the story of Little Red Riding Hood.
Procedures and reports are factual genres. The procedural genre describes the
steps of “how to” do something. The register features used in procedures are commands,
simple present tense and material process clauses. Reports tell a set of facts or
information about a topic. The register features used in reports are relational and process
clauses to describe characteristics and present generalizations, generic participants,
simple present tense and descriptions of behavior or activity (Schleppegrell, 2004).
The analytical genre is broken down into account, explanation and exposition.
Accounts are similar to recounts and narratives in that they follow a logical time or
temporal sequence, except that accounts do not merely tell about what happen. Accounts
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go a step further to show cause and tell the reader why something happened. An example
would be to write about the events of the Civil Rights era and then go a step further to
examine the historical facts that directly influenced the actions taken.
Explanations are similar to accounts, but they present a phenomenon and do not
explain it in temporal sequence, but in a logical sequence. An example would be how our
government is structured, which would then be explained using the three branches as the
logical sequence. An explanation would use an authoritative voice and would be written
in the third person, using nominal groups and not explicit actors. For example, no one
person would be credited with the formation of government, it would be described as
forming in more generic terms (Schleppegrell, 2004).
Expository writing is persuasive writing in which the author makes a thesis
statement and then supports their argument with evidence. Expository arguments use
nominal expressions to name the arguments used. Nouns, verbs and prepositions used for
reasoning require subordination and condensation. Authors also use markers of contrast,
classification and logical sequence (Schleppegrell, 2004).
Linguistic patterns
Mary Schleppegrell (2004) expanded on the idea of language forms and functions
and argues that they combine with meaning to create the linguistic patterns that make
academic language.
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Academic language is a set of registers used to engage with learning across school
subjects, and being able to engage with these registers is crucial for success at
school. These registers have lexical and grammatical features that enable the
presentation of knowledge in ways that are typically highly structured and that
enable perspectives and points of view to be infused in ways that are often
implicit. They draw on forms of expression that are unlike those used in informal
and everyday interaction because they are enabling communication about
knowledge that is specialized (2009, p.30).
Schleppegrell suggests four different linguistic patterns that offer entry points to
teach the academic language of a given text: agency, logical connectors, cohesive
reference chains and interpretive perspective. By identifying these factors and using
them to deconstruct a text, teachers can learn the academic language demands that the
students will need to know in order to fully understand the text.
Agency, as described by Schleppegrell (2004), involves the use of
nominalizations and the passive voice. Agency addresses the question “Who did it?” For
example, in the statement “I didn‟t finish my homework last night,” the personal pronoun
“I” denotes the agent or party responsible. In the statement, “My homework didn‟t get
done,” there is no agent, so there is no responsibility. Another example would be “I got
hit.” There is no agent or agency in this statement. We do not know who or what is
responsible.
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According to Schleppegrell (2004), logical connectors are words or phrases that
help develop causal relationships or metaphors. These words could be conjunctions to
show addition, time, comparison, sequence or consequence. Examples would be phrases
like “even if”(concession) and “might”(possibility). In more complex or academic texts,
words are used outside of their grammatical categories as grammatical metaphors. For
example in the phrase, demand spurs growth, demand is used as a noun, even though it is
a verb. Spur is used as a verb, even though a spur is a thing and thus a noun. The word
growth is a noun as well, but in this phrase it is used as a grammatical metaphor for
growing.
Schleppegrell describes cohesive reference chains as linguistic elements that help
the reader track reference within a paragraph or clause. Actors in a paragraph are usually
named at least one time and after that point, they are referred to using pronouns and
synonyms. For example, in the following sentence, the actor, Alicia, is named only one
time and then referred to using “she” “her” and “her”. “Alicia is a bright student, but she
would benefit from a stronger work ethic. Her saving grace is her ability to read dense
material quickly.” This is a very simple statement and yet uses three different references.
Academic texts can be much more complex in their chains of reference. Learning how to
track these referential chains is important for ELLs because it can be very easy to get lost
even within a sentence or paragraph.
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Interpretive perspective is the fourth linguistic pattern described by Schleppegrell
(2004). Interpretive perspective is the implicit point of view in texts. These implicit
opinions can be signaled by words like “perhaps” or “possibly”. For example, “The
student was very tired and perhaps should have gone to bed earlier.” The terms
“perhaps” and “possibly” signal the reader that it is an opinion from the author. Also, the
word “should” infers slight judgment into their opinion. Another example “The students
did not perform well on the test and possibly did not study as much as they had thought.”
To examine the four linguistic patterns on a larger scale, a social studies text can
demonstrate how linguistic patterns exist within text and can become teaching points.
Social studies texts are well known for nominalizations, which take a lot of information
and distill it down into a single sentence or phrase. In order for a student to process the
information in the text, they need to understand how to recognize and deconstruct the
patterns that are used in the text. In this case, the patterns within nominalization would
be a lack of agency and the implicit expression of point of view and causal relationship
(Schleppegrell, 2009). This passage is from an 11th grade social studies text:
Demand spurs growth During the 1860s and 1870s, cattle ranching
boomed. The destruction of the buffalo and removal of Native Americans
to reservations emptied the land for grazing cattle. The open plains offered
a rancher limitless pasture that was free for the taking. At the same time,
the growing population of eastern cities drove up the demand for beef
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(Cayton, Perry, Reed and Winkler 2000, p. 186, as cited in Schleppegrell, 2009).
This paragraph demonstrates a lack of agency. It seems as if all of these events just
happened instead of being caused by very specific, intentional actions or actors. The
paragraph does not tell us who was responsible for the destruction of the buffalo and
removal of Native Americans to reservations. The causal relationship is not linear or
sequential in linking the causes and effects of population growth in the east and demand
for beef, which led to the destruction of the buffalo and removal of native Americans to
reservations so that the land could be used for ranching and thus beef production. The
implicit point of view of this paragraph is that the destruction and removal led to progress
and prosperity. Implicit point of view is also shown in the wording used, “destruction” of
the buffalo and “removal” of Native Americans to reservations offers a lesser impact than
using the words “extermination” of the buffalo and “elimination and forced removal” of
Native Americans to reservations.
If students do not learn to recognize these patterns and adapt in order to
understand the meaning of the text, they would not be able to access any of the
information within the text.
Vocabulary
One very specific aspect of academic language is vocabulary. Vocabulary seems
to be the most accessible point of language for mainstream and ESL teachers. There has
been research on exactly how to explicitly teach vocabulary to students including the way
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a word should be introduced, modeled and practiced throughout a unit of study (Feldman
and Kinsella, 2005). There has been corpus research on the most common words used in
academic texts (Coxhead, 2000). While learning specific content related words can be
useful for ELLs, learning vocabulary without learning to recognize the associated
linguistic patterns results in the student lacking comprehensive academic language
competency (Schleppegrell, 2009).
Dutro and Moran (2003) took a look at academic language and how to teach it in
a comprehensive English Language Development program. Dutro and Moran suggest
that academic language can be broken down into three main categories: functions, forms
and fluency. Language function would be the overall comprehension strategy that a
lesson would ask the students to use. Examples of language functions would be
describing, locating, comparing, expressing and supporting opinions, or relating past
events. The language that a student would need to produce in order to perform the
function would be the form. Forms are tools necessary for understanding or producing
academic language. Forms could be both grammatical and vocabulary, for example,
parts of speech, verb tenses, subject/verb agreement, pronouns and conjunctions or
sentence structure. After the language function has been determined, for example,
compare and contrast, the appropriate forms for compare and contrast will be taught. The
exact forms that will be taught depend on the language level of the students. For
example, a compare and contrast form for students with an intermediate language level
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could be, “Lindsay Whalen is one of the best point guards ever, whereas Rebekka
Brunson is the best post player the Minnesota Lynx have ever had.” The form would be:
“_______________________ is ______________, whereas _______________ is
______________.”
The blank spaces in the above sentence would be the content or bricks and the
words provided would be the mortar for the comparison form. Dutro and Moran defined
the two different academic vocabulary categories, bricks and mortar. Bricks are the
content words that are essential in order for the student to understand the content of the
lesson. As one teacher noted, they are the words that students usually take quizzes on.
The mortar is the general academic words that are necessary to understand relationships
between ideas or general cognitive tasks. For instruction, it is suggested to analyze the
text and tasks that will be asked of the student to determine what language forms that
students will need to be explicitly taught. These forms should be front loaded or pretaught, including the “mortar” vocabulary. After forms have been front loaded, students
need ample opportunity to practice the language form and function. Intentional planning
and instruction of language forms, student engagement and consistent practice eventually
lead to fluency or ease of comprehension and production by the student (Dutro & Moran,
2003).
The research that has been reviewed in this chapter is intended help experienced
ELLs move along the continuum of language proficiency. Language form and function
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as defined by Dutro and Moran (2003) encompasses both the strategies that students
encounter in reading and writing and also the language forms that are used that students
will need to unpack in order to comprehend the function. Halliday‟s (1978) genre
distinctions of language also help an educator to focus their potential language objectives
for students. Schleppegrell (2004) has contributed a functional linguistics perspective to
academic language. Dutro and Moran (2003) have taken the wide field of vocabulary
and helped to focus instruction in two main areas, bricks and mortar. Zwiers (2008) has
written about using social interaction and discussion as tools to help students acquire,
practice and master academic language. Dutro and Moran (2003) have reiterated this
idea of academic language practice through multiple means and called it fluency.
Finally, Hoare, Kong and Bell (2008) have written about a possible process of backwards
planning from content objective to assessment and then creating a language objective and
associated activities to help focus planning and instruction.
The Gap
There is much existing research on academic language. There are many different
frameworks for explicitly teaching academic language within content. There are many
points of entry for diagnosing the academic language demands or teaching points of a
lesson including content obligatory and content compatible language, form, function,
fluency, structure and genre. However, it seems as if suggestions or protocols are
necessarily vague because of the variety of content, language levels and grade levels to
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which they must be applied. What the frameworks are lacking is a clear step by step
process that practicing teachers can use to distill academic language from content and
create language objectives. Each framework is open to interpretation and depends upon
teacher knowledge, training and judgment.
The process for identifying language needs within each lesson and creating
effective language objectives is not well documented. There are few studies on how to
integrate an ESL curriculum and content curriculum so that both content and language
objectives share the same priority and emphasis (Hoare, Kong & Bell, 2008). Although
many schools are moving towards a collaborative ESL program model which necessitates
addressing both content and language needs within the same lesson, there is little research
on how to effectively do so. The lack of a clear consistent definition of what a language
objective should be and lack of an articulated process for creating language objectives
undermines teacher effectiveness in practical application of the frameworks. The gap
that exists is bridging the theoretical frameworks of academic language into the practical
application of everyday language objectives that are used in the classroom.
Research Questions
Through the course of my project I will be guided by the following questions:
Given a specific text, what language objective is identified? How do teachers identify a
language objective? What factors guide the teacher in deciding on the specific language
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objective? What is a language objective? What new learning did I acquire through the
process of doing this study?
Summary
Many schools are changing from a pull out method of service to a collaborative
model that includes ESL students in the mainstream classroom, with ESL and
mainstream teachers planning and teaching lessons cooperatively. A key component of a
collaborative lesson is the inclusion of both content and language objectives which
requires an understanding of academic language. The question that will be specifically
addressed in this study is how to best support language development by defining a
process for consistently creating quality language objectives.
The next chapter will focus on the methodology for this study. In order to gather
data regarding the implementation of language objectives in the mainstream classroom,
there will be a questionnaire, practical exercise and a follow up interview with teachers,
including mainstream teachers, ESL teachers and experts in the field of ESL.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

This study was designed to examine the identification and creation of language
objectives. Through the course of my project I was be guided by the following questions:
Given a specific text, what language objective is identified? How do teachers identify a
language objective? What factors guide the teacher in deciding on the specific language
objective? What is a language objective? What new learning did I acquire through the
process of doing this study? I looked for relationships among factors.
Overview of the Chapter
This was a mixed method study that used both quantitative and qualitative
measures. The qualitative data was gathered from personal reflection, open ended
questionnaires and interviews. The quantitative data was gathered from questionnaire
answers and used to determine if there was a correlation between a person‟s perceived
language strengths and the language objectives that are determined from the content.
Other qualitative measurements that were used are a personal reflection journal that was
kept during the data gathering and analysis phases.
Mixed Method Research Paradigm
This study had a mixed method approach, which has been documented by
Dörnyei (2007) as a valid means in which to gather and triangulate data. The overall
study was a case study focused on the process of writing a language objective for a grade
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four literacy unit for intermediate English Language Proficiency ELLs. This will not
provide for sweeping conclusions in the field of English as a Second Language or in
regards to language objectives; however, it will present specific and detailed information
regarding this topic.
I used a constant comparison approach to analyze the qualitative data (Merriam,
2009) in which I did not start with preconceived categories that I was looking for, but
rather analyzed the data as a whole and looked for themes to emerge. I used constant
comparison for analyzing the personal reflection materials as well.
The qualitative data was coded, analyzed and presented in tables with
accompanying explanations. The information provided through the questionnaire and
interview was compared to determine if any relationships emerge from the data.
Data Collection
Participants
Participants in this study were the researcher, other elementary ESL teachers,
mainstream elementary teachers and professors of English as a Second Language and
Education. This study took place in June and July of 2011. The expert participants were
professors in the field of English as a Second Language who have a background in
teaching language objectives to future teachers.
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Peer ESL teachers have elementary ESL experience and teach in urban schools
districts. Mainstream teachers have experience working with elementary ELLs in their
classes.
Location/Setting
The initial questionnaire for participants was sent via email, following an initial
phone conversation to enlist participation. The meeting with each participant to conduct
the practical experience took place at Hamline University or at an establishment away
from school buildings and grounds.
Questionnaire
The questionnaire that was used measured several variables including preference,
behaviors and experience. It was an open ended questionnaire in which the respondent
could construct their own response rather than choosing from a list of pre-determined
possible answers. See Appendix A: Questionnaire.
Practical Application
The participant will be provided with a leveled text from the curriculum that is
used in my district. The book is entitled Living Your Dream by Elaine Kule (2000). The
story is a non-fiction text about famous athletes. The book has a guided reading level of
L. According to the Fountas-Pinnell Guided Reading chart (Pinnell & Fountas, 2007), a
level L corresponds with a second grade reading level (See Appendix D). The content
objective is cause and effect and the curricular planning guide for the book also includes
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a cause and effect T-chart graphic organizer. Teachers may or may not choose to use the
graphic organizer. Participants had 30 minutes to read a description of the students'
reading and language levels, the WIDA language performance definitions and the WIDA
Can Do Descriptors for grades 3-5, the content objective, the book “Living Your Dream”
and create their language objective. There was a structured time limit to recreate the time
constraints that practicing teachers face when planning lessons.
For the practical exercise, the planning will be for a group of fourth grade
students whose reading levels are Fountas and Pinnel level L (See Appendix C:
Description of the Students) WIDA levels of the students range from level 3 to level 4,
which according to the WIDA Performance Definitions for the Levels of English
Language Proficiency means
At the given level of English language proficiency, English language learners will
process, understand, produce or use:
● some technical language of the content areas
● a variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic complexity in oral discourse
or multiple, related sentences, or paragraphs
● oral or written language with minimal phonological, syntactic, or semantic
errors that do not impede the overall meaning of the communication when
presented with oral or written, narrative, or expository descriptions with sensory,
graphic, or interactive support (www.wida.us) (See Appendix E: WIDA
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PERFORMANCE DEFINITIONS and Appendix F: WIDA CAN DO
DESCRIPTORS).
Interview
All participants participated in a structured interview (See Appendix B) after the
practical application exercise. The structured interview used a standard set of open ended
guiding questions. All subjects were asked the same questions in the same order. All
interviews were taped with a digital recording device for later analysis.
Checklist
In order to evaluate the language objectives without bias, I used a checklist (see
Appendix G). This checklist contains elements of academic language that have been
discussed in chapter 2 and established as suggested or possible teaching points. The
checklist is divided into categories: content, language form, text format and features,
practice and process. The first category is content. In a mainstream collaborative setting
the mainstream content objective provides the basis for any academic language and thus
language objectives. The content objective for the practicum is cause and effect. If the
language objective provided by the participant uses cause and effect as the basis for their
language objective, it was evaluated as a Y for yes. If the language objective does not
address cause and effect, it received an N for no. The next subheading under content is
text. The exact same text was provided to all participants, thus all participants used a text
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that was tied to the content and content objective. The “text” item will have an X for all
participants, since this was provided for them.
Language function is listed under content because functions are determined
directly from the content. In this case, the language function is cause and effect. If
participants used cause and effect as their content objective, the language objective will
receive a Y for yes. If the participant did not use cause and effect as their content
objective, they will therefore not have cause and effect as the language function and will
receive an N for no.
The next category is language form and since language form is distilled directly
from the language function, in this case the form should be related to cause and effect. If
the language objective has a language form that is associated with cause and effect, it
received a Y for yes. If the language objective did not have a language form associated
with cause and effect, it received an N for no.
The next heading is text format and features. Subheadings under text format and
features include genre, agency, logical connections, cohesive reference chains, point of
view and vocabulary. For each of the subcategories that are addressed in the language
objective, a value of Y for yes was marked. For each of the subheadings that were not
addressed in the language objective, a value of N for no was given.
Socializing intelligence and fluency are subheadings under the heading of
practice. If a language objective addresses multiple modalities, i.e., speaking, listening,
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reading and writing, it received a Y for socializing intelligence. If the language objective
was scaffolded to provide multiple opportunities to practice the function and form, it
received a Y for fluency.
In terms of process for determining what the language objective should be, the
answers that were analyzed were from the interview. According to Hoare, Kong, & Bell
(2008), the process that was tested and proved successful was to use the content objective
as the baseline, then determine what the assessment would be, which helped to determine
the content obligatory academic language, which defined what the language objective
should be. If this was the planning process used to create the language objective in the
practical exercise, it received a Y for yes. If this was not the process used, it received an
N for no.
Personal Reflection
During the course of the study, the researcher kept a professional journal to
review and reflect on the data gathering. I used the grounded theory approach (Merriam,
2009) in which categories were not preconceived, but instead created after analyzing the
data for common themes.
Procedure
The first step in this study was to contact prospective participants, mainstream
elementary classroom teachers, ELL teachers and professors from Hamline University.
After the consent form was presented and signed, I emailed the questionnaire to each
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participant. The purpose of the questionnaire was to gain knowledge about the
participant in terms of linguistics knowledge, teaching experience, perceived language
strengths and hobbies, and language background, i.e., education on second language
acquisition, bilingual or second language learner.
The next step in the process was to meet with each participant for approximately
60 minutes to engage in the practical application and interview. During the meeting,
participants were provided with background information on the group of hypothetical
students for whom this lesson was prepared, the content objective and the actual text.
Participants had 30 minutes to read all information and create a language objective. The
30 minute time limit was intentional in order to replicate the time demands for practicing
teachers. After the 30 minute practical experience, the participants were interviewed
using a pre-determined set of open ended questions to analyze their thought process and
actions.
Materials
The materials in this study were a leveled text and content objective from the
literacy curriculum used in an urban school district in the Midwest. There was
background information on the group of students that this lesson would be prepared for
including their Fountas and Pinnell reading level (Level L), WIDA language performance
definitions (Levels 3 and 4) and WIDA “Can Do” descriptors. There was a checklist that
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was developed by the researcher that was used to evaluate the language objectives
created by the participants.
Reading Selections
The reading selection that was given to each participant is from the literacy
curriculum that is currently used in an urban school district in the Midwest. All
participants were given the same text.
Data Analysis
Each language objective that was created was evaluated using a checklist. The
language objectives were linked to participants and I examined the pre-practicum
questionnaire of the participant. I looked for any patterns or correlations in the data each
person provided.
The process that I used to analyze the data was to look at the five research
questions separately using the data. The first question, “Given a specific text, what
language objective is identified?” was seeking to determine the consistency of language
objectives created given the exact same hypothetical students, text and content objective.
I used the checklist to evaluate the language objective elements. The second and third
questions were “How do teachers identify a language objective?” and “What factors
guide the teacher in deciding on the specific language objective?” I analyzed the data
from the questionnaire, practical application and interview to determine if there was a
common process that was used by participants. I also looked for a pattern or link
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between answers on the questionnaire regarding a teacher‟s background or strength and
the production of the language objective. For the fourth question, “What is a language
objective?” I looked at the questionnaire and compare it to the practical application and
interview to see if the subject has maintained and demonstrated a consistent definition.
The fifth question, “What new learning did I acquire through this process?” was
answered using a metacognitive journal that was written by the researcher throughout the
data gathering and data analysis phases of the study. This journal was analyzed using the
constant comparison method of looking for patterns within the information.
Reliability
For the initial questionnaire, reliability between participants was achieved through
the use of the same questions, specific wording and sequence order of the questions.
Research suggests that each question should measure only one possible variable. Thus,
only one topic was addressed by each question. All questions used positive statements
and avoid negative statements or double negatives, which may confuse the respondent.
For the practical exercise, the same background information and instructions were
provided to each participant. The background information included the language level of
the student, reading level and content objective.
Reliability was increased in the structured interview through the use of specific
wording and sequencing of the questions. Each participant was asked the same questions
in the same order. I practiced the questionnaire and interview with a colleague to help
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clarify the specific wording that is used, to lessen the possibility of miscommunication.
All interviews were taped for later analysis.
Verification of Data
Validity was ensured by triangulating data, using multiple participants for each
participant category and using a pre-determined checklist. Data was triangulated using
an open ended questionnaire, structured interview and personal reflection journal. The
research questions that were asked through the open ended questionnaire, structured
interview and personal journal were consistent and repeated throughout each step in the
data gathering and analysis process.
Multiple participants from each participant category provided a more valid
assessment for each category. There were two ESL teacher participants, three
mainstream teacher participants and three ESL professorial participants.
The use of a checklist ensured an unbiased analysis of the language objectives
that are created by the participants. Pseudonyms were used in the reprinting of the
results.
Ethics
Ethical considerations are important in qualitative research and the researcher has
accepted the responsibility to respect the rights, needs, values, and desires of the
informants. Professional codes and federal regulations take into consideration the
protection of informants from harm, the right to privacy, informed consent, and
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protection from deception. This study employed the following safeguards to protect
informants' rights:
1. Anonymity was assured and names were not used to identify participants in the
study. Pseudonyms were assigned to each participant during the analysis process
and used in the writing of the results and conclusions chapters of this paper.
2. Research objectives were shared with each participant when they were asked for
their participation.
3. Written permission was obtained from each subject.
4. I maintained objectivity in the interview process by keeping my opinion out of the
discussion. As a participant, I limited my opinions to my journal.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I described the methods I used to answer the questions: Given a
specific text, what language objective is identified? How do teachers identify a language
objective? What factors guide the teacher in deciding on the specific language objective?
What is a language objective? What new learning did I acquire through the process of
doing this study? The next chapter presents the results of this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

Through the course of this project I was guided by the following questions: Given
a specific text, what language objective is identified? How do teachers identify a
language objective? What factors guide the teacher in deciding on the specific language
objective? What is a language objective? What new learning did I acquire through the
process of doing this study?
In this chapter, I will discuss the language objectives created by each participant.
I will give background information on the participants as to which category they belong,
ESL professor, ESL teacher or mainstream teacher. Pseudonyms will be used for all
participants. I will present what the participant created for their language objective,
followed by the checklist that will be used to evaluate the language objective. A detailed
analysis of the language objective in relation to the checklist will follow.
ESL Professors
Michael
The language objectives produced by the first ESL professor, Michael, are:
1. Cause and effect structure: ________ achieved his/her goal of becoming ______
by verb+ing…
2. Vocabulary: achieve a goal, professional, champion
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Table 4.1
Academic Language Checklist for Michael
Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:

Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary

Y/N
Y
X
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Socializing Intelligence
Fluency

N
N

Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

Y
Y
Y
Y

As Table 4.1 shows, the language objective was centered on the idea of cause and
effect, thus it met both the content objective and language function. The language form
provided a statement frame which articulated the effect and linked it to a specific cause.
The linking word used was “by”. The statement also used the form of simple past tense.
The language objective did not create a teaching point to explicitly address any aspect of
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the recount genre. Logical connections were implicitly addressed within the sentence
frame with the use of the word “by” to create a prepositional phrase which shows that the
action was as a causal clause. Cohesive reference chains were also implicitly addressed
by using the person‟s specific name at the beginning of the sentence frame, but then
referencing the actor by giving the word choices “his/her goal of becoming ________ by
verb+ing,” in the language objective. Point of view was not addressed in this language
objective. Vocabulary was addressed in the language objective; however, opportunities
for introduction, practice and mastery were not explicit. Socializing intelligence and
fluency were not addressed in this language objective, as the wording is quite simple. The
author may have assumed scaffolded instruction and practice using multiple modalities;
however, this was not explicitly written into the language objective. The process that was
used by Michael to create this language objective was to first look at the language levels
of the students and content objective and then the participant created higher order
thinking questions that would address comprehension of the book. The language
necessary to answer the questions was determined and the sentence frame and vocabulary
were distilled from that assessment.
Stanley
Stanley, the second ESL professor, produced the following language objective:
Students will be able to retell the causes and effects that led to athletic success using
cause/effect signal words and/or phrases.
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Table 4.2
Academic Language Checklist for Stanley
Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:
Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary
Socializing Intelligence
Fluency
Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

Y/N
Y
X
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y

As Table 4.2 shows, Stanley addressed the content objective of cause and effect,
thus he received a Y for both objective and language function. Stanley received an N for
language form because although cause and effect signal words were mentioned, there was
no explanation of the words to be used or how to use signal words to retell the cause and
effect. Genre was implicitly addressed in the language objective by the use of the word
retell, which implicitly acknowledges the recount genre of the book. Agency is not
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addressed in the language objective. Logical connections are not explicit in the language
objective. Cohesive reference chains are not addressed or established through sentence
frames. Point of view is not addressed. Vocabulary is not explicit, thus the learner or
researcher does not know which signal words or phrases are referred to in the language
objective. Signal words were later specified after further probing during the interview.
Socializing intelligence and fluency were not addressed in this language objective. The
process for creating this language objective was to read the description of students,
content objective, WIDA standards and book and then determine the language objective.
No assessment was articulated.
Jim
Jim is an ESL professor. Jim created the following language objectives:
1. Recognize words and phrases that signal cause and effect: X then Y, Y yet
non(x), dream of Y (dream come true =y), X never dreamed of Y
2. Introduce patterns 1-4 with student‟s own achievements
3. Use adapted grid to do chapter 2 as a class – 3 column grid: Cause, Link, Effect
4. Group work for chapters 3-5, then jigsaw
As shown in Table 4.3, Jim received a Y for content objective and language
function because his language objective was based on the concept of cause and effect.
Jim received a Y for language form because he provided linguistic formulas for
expressing cause and effect. Jim did not address the recount genre in his language
objective. Agency is implicitly addressed in the fourth form “X never dreamed of Y.”
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Table 4.3
Academic Language Checklist for Jim
Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:

Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary

Y/N
Y
X
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N

Socializing Intelligence
Fluency

Y
Y

Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

Y
Y
Y
Y

In this formula “X” represents the actor. Logical connections were addressed in the four
formulas through the use of specific signal words and their relationship to the actor, cause
or effect. Point of view was not addressed. The vocabulary that was addressed were the
cause and effect signal words. Jim received Y for socializing intelligence and fluency
because the language objectives include explicit forms, modeling, guided practice and
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independent practice with the scaffold of a specifically tailored graphic organizer,
cooperative learning groups and a jigsaw for peer-based assessment. Jim used the
content objective as the basis for the language objective, then determined the academic
language necessary for cause and effect and created language objectives to address them.
The assessment was determined while creating the language objective.
ESL Teachers
Andy
The first of two ESL teachers was Andy. The following is the language objective
created by Andy:
1. Students will be able to tell how the subjects in the story are the same and
different (compare and contrast)
2. Students will be able to write a graphic comparison (Venn diagram/lists) to show
how subjects in the story are the same and different
3. Students will be able to use different language structures to compare and contrast
characters (e.g. A is similar to B because…A is like B because… or A is unlike B
because…A is different than B because…)
Andy received an N for objective because the content objective for the lesson was
cause and effect. After reading the WIDA Can Do Descriptors, Andy decided to use
compare and contrast because they are explicitly listed as one of the things that
students at level 3 and 4 can perform. Andy also felt that after reading the book, it
lent itself well to compare and contrast since there were different short biographical
stories about different athletes and how they became successful.
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Table 4.4
Academic Language Checklist for Andy
Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:

Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary

Y/N
N
X
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N

Socializing Intelligence
Fluency

Y
Y

Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

Y
Y
Y
Y

Although Andy did specifically address language forms for compare and contrast,
because Andy chose to use compare and contrast instead of cause and effect, he received
N‟s for language function and form. Andy did not address the genre of recount. Andy
did receive a Y for logical connections because of the sentence stems he provided which
used signal words for compare and contrast. Andy did not address point of view or
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vocabulary, being that the signal words used would not be new information to ELLs with
language levels of three and four. Andy received Y‟s for socializing intelligence and
fluency because the language objectives include multiple modalities and are scaffolded
from speaking to writing in a graphic organizer. The process Andy used was to read the
description of students, the WIDA information, the content planning guide and the text.
Next he determined the content objective, academic language and simultaneously created
the language objective and assessment.
Meredith
Meredith is the second of two ESL teacher participants. The following are the
language objectives produced by Meredith:
Say to a partner the cause and effect key words: “because, had to, so that”
Sentence frame: __________ became a basketball star because he __________.
Sentence frame: __________ had to ________ so that ___________.
Sentence frame: __________ practiced swimming so that she could
___________.
5. Say cause and effect key words in a sentence using the sentence frame to identify
cause and effect.
6. Write 3 cause and effect examples using the key words “because”, “so that” and
“had to”
1.
2.
3.
4.

As evidenced in Table 4.5, Meredith‟s language objective was based on the
content objective of cause and effect. Thus, she received Y‟s for content objective,
language function and form. The sentence frames that Meredith created used simple
past, simple participants and temporal conjunctions “became”.
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Table 4.5
Academic Language Checklist for Meredith
Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:

Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary

Y/N
Y
X
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N

Socializing Intelligence
Fluency

Y
Y

Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

Y
N
Y
Y

Genre is not explicitly addressed but implicitly addressed through the sentence stems.
Agency is also implicitly addressed by specifically naming the actors in the sentence
frames. Logical connections are made using temporal conjunctions such as “became”
and causal links “had to” and “so that”. Point of view is not addressed in the language
objective. Vocabulary is not explicitly addressed. The logical connections that are used
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would be oral language that language level three and four would already be familiar with.
Socializing intelligence and fluency were addressed because there are multiple
opportunities for practice and the practice is scaffolded from speaking to writing. The
process Meredith used was to look through all the information including the description
of students and language levels, read the WIDA information, content objective and
guided reading planner. Meredith then asked, “What language do kids need in order to
know cause and effect?” She then created three language objectives based on the key
words, “because”, “so that” and “had to”. The process that Meredith used follows the
order suggested by Hoare, Kong & Bell (2008) for three of the steps including using the
content as the basis for the lesson, determining the academic language demanded and
creating a language objective to address the academic language component. Meredith
does include an assessment, “Write three cause and effect examples using the key words
„because, „so that‟ and „had to‟.” However, the assessment was created as the last
component. Hoare, Kong & Bell (2008) suggest starting with the content objective, then
creating the assessment and working backward from the assessment to determine the
academic language and which then helps to determine what the language objectives
should be.
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Mainstream Teachers
Pam
Pam is the first of three mainstream teacher participants. Pam produced the following
language objective:
1. Read “Living Your Dream” independently, then aloud in small groups
2. Orally discuss the main idea (It takes hard work and courage to make a dream
come true). Go over any vocabulary and figurative language. Discuss
relationship/hard work and dream come true/cause and effect.
3. Venn diagram (compare and contrast 2 athletes from the text)
4. Select 1 athlete and write your opinion on how that person fulfilled their dream.
Find details to support your answers and opinion. Include any text to self
connections.
As shown in Table 4.6, Pam did identify cause and effect as one content
objective. Pam did not address the language functions or forms of cause and effect.
Pam did not address genre. Pam did implicitly address agency through the use of a
Venn diagram in which the actors would need to be identified. Pam did not explicitly
state any logical connections or cohesive reference chains. Point of view was not
addressed. Vocabulary was addressed as “go over any vocab and figurative
language”. Pam received Y‟s for socializing intelligence and fluency because
reading, speaking and writing are addressed in the language objective. However, in
addition to the content objective of cause and effect, there are three other content
objectives contained within this language objective, compare and contrast, expository
and text to self connections.
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Table 4.6
Academic Language Checklist for Pam
Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:

Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary

Y/N
Y
X
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N

Socializing Intelligence
Fluency

Y
Y

Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

Y
Y
N
N

Each content objective was directed at a separate lesson within the unit, each lesson
allotted one day with flexibility dependent upon student performance. Pam's process was
to examine the content and create the scope and sequence leading up to the final written
assessment. Academic language was not addressed explicitly.
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Dwight
Dwight was the second of three mainstream teachers to produce a language objective:
1. Students will process through new vocabulary so as to fully access text
2. Before reading the text, Living Your Dream, have a discussion about the term.
What does it mean? What are some of your dreams?
3. Using the glossary as a guide, read each word and its definition. Encourage
students to ask questions. Are there any other definitions for any of these words?
(Cast-as in those who performed, record-as in vinyl music maker and record-as in
to “put down” for future use, “metal” vs. “medal”, “pitcher” vs. “picture”)
As shown in Table 4.7, Dwight chose to focus on vocabulary and building
background knowledge. He did not specifically address the content objective of
cause and effect. He also did not address genre, agency, logical connections,
cohesive reference chains or point of view. Dwight did address socializing
intelligence and fluency though the use of discussion and building background
knowledge based on previous experience “What are some of your dreams?”
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Table 4.7
Academic Language Checklist for Dwight
Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:

Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary

Y/N
N
X
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y

Socializing Intelligence
Fluency

Y
Y

Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

N
N
N
N

Phyllis
Phyllis was the third mainstream classroom teacher participant. Phyllis created
the following language objectives:
1. Define a dream based on the book‟s theme examples.
2. Pick a person from the book and describe their dream. List 3 events that they
experienced and helped them reach/achieve their dream.
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3. Show these events on a time line and be prepared to share out with the group.
Every member will share what you have learned.
Table 4.8
Academic Language checklist for Phyllis
Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:

Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary

Y/N
Y
X
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N

Socializing Intelligence
Fluency

Y
Y

Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

Y
Y
N
N

As shown in Table 4.8, Phyllis took a different approach to cause and effect. The
objective was addressed as well as the language function. The specific form that students
would need to know or use was not addressed. Genre was not explicitly addressed.
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Agency was addressed by having the students pick one person, describe their dream and
list 3 events that helped them reach their goal. Logical connections, cohesive reference
chains and point of view were not addressed. “Define a dream based on the book‟s
theme examples” addresses vocabulary, but implies that students would be able to discern
this information from the text with no other scaffold or support. Socializing intelligence
and fluency were addressed through the use of group work for the time line assessment.
Within this set of language objectives, there were 3 content objectives: define a dream,
retell 3 events that helped one actor achieve their dream and create/present an expository
time line. The process that Phyllis used was to skim through the description of the
students, the content objective, WIDA information, everything except the curriculum
planning guide. Then Phyllis brainstormed methods for how students would show their
understanding. She decided to have students work with partners and do shared reading,
listening for fluency and comprehension. The assessment would be to “Define a dream
based on the book‟s theme or examples from the book,” (Interview notes, 2011).
Students needed to pick a person from the book and discuss their dream by describing
three things that helped them achieve their dream. They would show events on a timeline
and then discuss their findings with the whole group. All members of the group would be
expected to contribute and share something. The process that Phyllis used follows the
process suggested by Hoare, Kong & Bell (2008) for the first two elements, using the
content objective as the basis for the lesson and determining the assessment. The missing
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components in the process were to then determine what the academic language demands
would be in order to successfully complete the assessment and then create a language
objective that addresses the academic language demands.
Themes From Practical Application
The themes that emerged from the practical application were closely related to the
category in which the participant belonged: professor, ESL teacher or mainstream
teacher. Professors of second language created language objectives that included
language function (cause and effect), language form ( by verb+ing or X never dreamed
of Y) and some pertinent vocabulary or signal words. Each professor had a different
level of articulation of the language objective, from vaguely worded to a quasimathematical formula. “Students will be able to retell the causes and effects that led to
athletic success using cause/effect signal words and/or phrases,” is an example of a very
basic language objective. “Recognize words and phrases that signal cause and effect: X
then Y, Y yet non(X), dream of Y (dream come true = Y) and X never dreamed of Y,”
breaks down the language forms that will be explicitly taught, practiced and assessed
through group work and a jigsaw exercise. Not surprisingly, overall the language
objectives created by professors were the most comprehensive and strongly supported by
research.
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The next category, ESL teachers, addressed language function, either cause and
effect or compare and contrast. Language form was addressed by predetermined
sentence frames, which included the associated signal words for the language function.
Vocabulary was explicit and implicit through multiple modality practice, starting
with oral practice and moving into a written assessment. The use of sentence frames by
both ESL teachers was practical for two reasons. The use of sentence frames helped to
implicitly meet multiple elements within the checklist; in practice it also helps to scaffold
language forms so that all students can successfully complete the assessment. Sentence
frames offer a way to scaffold material for students that need it, while not necessarily
confining those who do not need the support.

The final category was mainstream teachers. The average teaching experience of
this group was 19 years, so this was a group of veteran educators who have worked with
ELLs in their classroom for a majority of their careers. The language objectives created
by the mainstream teachers demonstrate their focus on content. Each teacher included
many scaffolds into the lesson for practice and comprehension, including connecting to
prior knowledge, discussion, partner work, graphic organizers and glossaries. Each
teacher included an assessment piece that involved writing, including Dwight, who talked
during the interview about connecting the reading and topic to a writing assessment.
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Overall, each mainstream teacher created objectives that would allow multiple
access points for comprehension. This demonstrates the familiarity and knowledge that
teachers have working in a differentiated mainstream classroom in which there are
students at different levels of understanding. The piece that all the mainstream teachers
were missing in their language objective was the specific focus on language forms or
features necessary to successfully complete the assessment. Mainstream teachers are not
trained on how to identify or expected to teach specific language forms or features, thus
the fact that their language objectives would be focused heavily on the content and not
address language would be reasonable. To expect a mainstream teacher to create the
same level of language objectives as specially trained ESL teachers or professors would
not be reasonable.
Themes From Questionnaire
The themes that emerged from the questionnaire coincided strongly to the
category of the participant, professor, ESL teacher and mainstream teacher. The first
question on the checklist asked about language related hobbies. All professors mentioned
learning languages as a hobby, whether through formal education, foreign movies or
reading. One professor wrote, “Learning and practicing Spanish and teaching it to my
own children, crosswords, language related games (Huggermugger, MadGab, etc).”
The participants in this group had an average of 32 years of teaching experience
and had all achieved advanced degrees and multiple undergraduate degrees. All
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professors had extensive experience educating ELLs of all different age groups from
elementary to adult. Another theme that emerged in this category was that all professors
spoke more than one language, ranging from two languages to five languages. In
response to the question “What languages do you speak?” one professor wrote, “English,
some German, little Norwegian, French, Arabic, Finnish.” Another wrote, “English,
German, Dutch, Spanish, French.” Thus, two out of three professors spoke five
languages. In response to the question, “When did you learn a second language?” all
participants have attempted to learn multiple languages throughout high school, college
and life. All participants have extensive course work in language acquisition, pedagogy,
literature and composition and all are confident in all aspects of language including
vocabulary, grammar and morphology. All have very confident descriptions of what
language objectives are, answers which are supported by the ESL body of research.
However, each professor used varying degrees of specificity. Every professor has used
language objectives in their classrooms as teachers and then as teachers of teachers.
Overall, none of the results of the questionnaire were surprising in this category.
It makes sense that someone who has pursued a career in education and second languages
to the point of becoming a professor at a university would have an extensive background
in the subject and also enjoy the various aspects associated with that subject. The
professors have been in the field of ESL for a long time, have a firm grasp on the
pedagogical aspects of language forms, features and language objectives, have learned
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multiple languages themselves and furthermore, enjoy language. All the themes that
emerged from the questionnaire for this category were quite predictable.
The themes for the next category, ESL teachers, were very similar to those from
the professor category. However, the major differences between the professors and ESL
teachers were years of experience, education levels, language strengths and use of
language objectives. Both ESL teachers have an international interest reflected by travel
and a Spanish/Latin American studies major, respectively. One teacher in this group has
fifteen years of teaching experience and the other has three years of experience. Both
ESL teachers speak more than one language and have learned second languages
throughout high school and college. All participants in this category have had advanced
coursework in language acquisition, linguistics, reading, writing, speaking and listening,
but list only vocabulary as their linguistic strength. This varies from the professor
category, as all professors listed vocabulary, grammar and morphology as linguistic
strengths. The ESL teacher category also varies from the professor category in the
answer to the question, “What experience do you have with creating or teaching language
objectives?” Both ESL teachers use language objectives weekly or irregularly use
specific written language objectives. One participant wrote, “I've created language
objectives during my courses… specifically during ESL methods. A few times during
instruction this past year it was intentional and during staff development required by
district to be shown to fellow staff.”
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Again, reviewing the overarching themes from this group presents no surprises.
Practicing ESL teachers have interests in second languages and coursework to support
their chosen career. The overall confidence in all aspects of language and linguistics is
not as strong as the professor category; however, the ESL teachers do share common
strength with mainstream teachers, that being vocabulary as a linguistic strength. The use
of language objectives for ESL teachers ranges from irregular to weekly, thus bringing
forth the question of practical implementation and planning time. Both ESL teachers
work in a collaborative setting, thus inviting other factors such as planning time,
communication and material, which could affect the consistency and practicality of
having daily language objectives for every lesson. However, both ESL teachers share a
simple and practical definition of what a language is – a language learning goal. In
response to the question “What is a language objective?” one participant wrote, “An
intended goal during a lesson for students to attain either key vocab, language function, a
language structure or some type of language learning strategy.” This was much more
succinctly written than the answers given by the professors. I surmise that it may be
because the ESL teachers are used to simplifying complex ESL concepts in order to make
ESL content more comprehensible for mainstream colleagues.
The final category that will be examined is that of mainstream teachers. As
previously noted, the participants in this category have an average of nineteen years of
teaching experience, with a combined grand total of fifty-seven years of experience. This
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is a very experienced cadre of mainstream teachers and also very diverse in terms of
background. Two out of three teachers have hobbies that are language related including
word finds, reading, reading dictionaries and studying maps. Two teachers had
undergraduate majors in areas other than or in addition to education. Two out of three
teachers have a Master‟s Degree in Education and the other has completed advanced
coursework towards a Master‟s Degree. All have had ELLs in their classrooms
throughout their teaching careers and their experiences range from being an ESL student
in a family of ELLs, to working many years in an ELL dominant school, to working
many years in a mainstream setting with some ELLs. Two of the teachers speak more
than one language, one had Spanish speaking family members and the other was an
English Language Learner. Both of these teachers also took coursework to learn a
second language in high school and college. One teacher did not learn a second
language. As far as language related classes taken, any language coursework was
directly related to their second language, Spanish or French. All teachers listed
vocabulary as their linguistic strength. In response to the question that asked for a
definition of what a language objective is, all teachers offered sound basic definitions
including, “A planful outcome that is central around language learning.” “Determines
how language will be used in speech, reading and writing.” “The students will be able
to…identify…action/descriptive/vocab/segmentation/phonics.” These answers
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demonstrated that all have experience writing objectives using language and are learning
more about academic language.
Themes From Interview
The themes that emerged from the interview will again be discussed by category.
One of the most interesting themes that emerged was the perception of the hypothetical
students. Professors made mention of the students‟ capabilities with statements such as,
“Students at this level are sophisticated thinkers, are at an intermediate language level,
need correct structure and have good thinking. They can achieve higher order thinking if
the material is scaffolded.” “Students are bright and have sophisticated thinking.” “The
kids are capable of a lot, but it needs to be scaffolded.” “At intermediate language levels,
they can handle something more sophisticated.”
ESL teachers mentioned the scaffolds that ELLs would need such as, “Use
sentence frames, knew they would need a frame. Use academic language and expand
their answers, use varied vocab. Knew the grade level expectations.” “[In reference to
language level]… take them where they are at and build off of it.” “I know vocabulary is
important for ELLs and language structure.”
The mainstream teachers compared the students to their mainstream peers and
perceived the challenges of being a language learner with statements such as “…looked
at level L and 4 levels behind meant writing might be difficult.” “[Referring to Guided
Reading Conversion Chart]…F&P Level chart, meant student is low.” Teachers also
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included accommodations for the predicted struggles of their students. “I included oral
answers to help me assess their thinking process.” “I have them working in small groups
because if they are behind they may need more attention.” “It helps me monitor their
understanding and process and lower the frustration level because teacher support is
there.”
The other major theme that emerged from the interview was the difference
between each group‟s relative comfort with language objectives. The professors were
confident in their assessment of the text and accompanying language objectives. “This is
a simple text, too simple.” “The book uses so many readability formulas that it is hard to
make sense of text.” “The content objective is cause and effect as a reading skill, but
there is no cause and effect language in the book.” “…Have to use several sentences to
get the idea, not sentence by sentence.”
The ESL teachers were not as confident as the professors, but did articulate what
ELLs need. “I‟m not confident in writing language objectives.” “It‟s overwhelming what
a lot of kids need to know, vocab, grammar, receptive and productive language.” “I
know vocab is important for ELLs… and language structure.”
The mainstream teachers know that language is important for their ELLs to
succeed in school and the teachers are learning more about academic language and the
needs of ELLs. “Every year I realize how language is vital to everything that is taught, if
they do not understand the language, they are at a major disadvantage.” “Not sure how
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the content objective fits with the language objective.” “A language objective is a clear
understanding of the words that are being used.” “My idea of a language objective has
changed since the WIDA documents came out this past year. The performance
definitions are simple to understand and clear. The „Can Do‟s‟ give a starting point.”
The major themes the emerged from the interview were a marked difference in
perception of the hypothetical students. Professors used the words “sophisticated
thinkers” and “capable,” while mainstream teachers used terms such as “low” and
“behind.” Does this signal a major shift in the perception of the hypothetical students‟
abilities or just acknowledgment of the data provided in the description of the students?
The reality is that the students were “low” or “behind” their mainstream peers, yet also at
“intermediate language levels.”
Themes From Journal
The themes that emerged from the metacognitive journal will be analyzed by
category: professors, ESL teachers, mainstream teachers and personal thoughts of the
researcher.
In Chapter Two, an assumption that was stated was that all participants would
create different language objectives. This assumption was affirmed after all participants
created different language objectives. Even within categories, there was a wide variety of
language objectives that were created. The researcher wrote about these inconsistencies
in the following excerpt from her journal.
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I am delighted that even the Hamline professors that I have interviewed
and have done the practical exercise have come up with totally different language
objectives. Michael‟s was pretty textbook ESL, a structure component, vocab
component and a comprehension component. Stanley‟s was right on in terms of
the content objective, but also very vague as to what signal words and phrases
would be needed. Stanley‟s years of classroom experience were also valuable
because he read the WIDA Can Do descriptors and saw that students at that
language level could compare and contrast, so he inferred that a 4th grader at that
language level could also comprehend the idea of cause and effect, thus he stuck
with the cause and effect content objective.
Each ESL teacher also created a completely different language objective. The
theme that emerged from this category supports the theme that emerged from the ESL
teacher category from the interview. The ESL teachers read the description of the
students and recognized that a language level of three or four was intermediate to higherintermediate. The teachers both commented on this, as opposed to the reading level of
the students, which identified the students as reading at a level “L”, which corresponds to
the expectations of a late year second grader or two years behind the hypothetical fourth
grade students. “However, the ESL people, both teachers and professors have mentioned
that a language level of 3 or 4 means intermediate and probably capable of sophisticated
thought and reasoning.”
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One of the themes that emerged from the mainstream teacher category was based
on comments made about the reading levels of the hypothetical students. Two out of
three mainstream teachers made comments about the students‟ reading levels and that
according to the guided reading level chart, the data put the hypothetical students two
years behind where they were supposed to be. This theme was noted in the journal,
“Both mainstream teachers that I‟ve worked with so far have made mention after looking
at the grade level expectations for F&P, DRA and Reading recovery that the student “is
behind”. They have scaffolded down to allow for this, either by pacing or spending time
on background knowledge and vocab.”
Another theme that emerged in the researcher‟s metacognitive journal was that
the language objectives created by the mainstream teachers did not address the specific
language (other than vocabulary) that was either contained in the book or necessary for
the successful completion of the assessment. “Neither teacher focused on the language
that students would need to be able to use or produce in writing to answer questions or
succeed on assessments.” Upon further reflection, the language objectives produced by
the mainstream teachers provided a lot of information as to expectations and expertise.
Mainstream teachers are experts at teaching content. Thus, to expect mainstream
teachers to be able to identify specific language structures and craft precise language
objectives is unrealistic.
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Although the mainstream teachers did not create specific language focused
objectives, they did create assessments, which would allow an ESL teacher to work
backwards and determine exactly what the language objective needs to be. “..all teachers
were good at creating assessments that the students would have to perform, thus creating
a starting point for me in terms of determining what language the kids would need.”
The idea of assessment and using it as a means to determine language objectives
emerged as a theme of personal reflection in the journal. Another wondering that
emerged in the journal throughout the research process was reflection on the professional
strengths and weaknesses of the researcher.
I am learning a lot about what I need to bring to the table as an ESL
teacher. This is helping to support some of the things I have done, but also shows
where I might be falling short as an ESL teacher. I need to figure out assessment
and then language and incorporate that into content. Assessment is hard in the
reading block. Writing is a natural extension of everything, but discussion groups
could be assessment. So basically, speaking or writing will always be the
assessment, because those are the production modalities. In order to do this, a
clear assessment has to be figured out and I think that is the hardest part of
planning, the content objective is provided and then more often the assessment is
based on teacher judgment or discretion. I guess the cause and effect chart could
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be considered the assessment for this particular unit and then the language for that
could be determined and that would be the language objective.
Personal learning and improvement became a strong theme throughout the
reflection journal. Although some strengths were affirmed, to the researcher, personal
weakness or challenges as an ESL teacher became more apparent through this project.
Doing this research and also reading research articles helps to show me
that MY weakness is in language structures, recognizing them in text and then
how to teach language structures explicitly within the content curriculum. This is
what I need to work on.
Diagnosing my own linguistic challenges led to alarm at how they could be
affecting student learning and how best to work to improve as a teacher and professional.
During the course of the project, a theme that emerged was dismay due to the fact that the
goal of this project was to clarify the concept of language objective by creating a
common definition and process for creating. My hope was to simplify this complex
concept into something that would be easy to explain or teach to others. I wanted to
define a process that would be reproducible and thus create a valid measure that teachers,
mainstream and ESL alike, could use to quickly create quality language objectives from
content. In that respect, I failed miserably.
Read a lot of research and feel like I could get buried in it. The whole
tenor of the paper has changed. Now instead of looking for a pattern on how to
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create a quality language objective, I am developing a very comprehensive
checklist of possible teaching points. Instead of creating a clearer picture for the
practical use of language objectives, I am instead complicating things. I am
learning a lot, but I‟m not sure if or how it will help me be a better practitioner?
The grammatical forms and genre register features are very interesting to read
and learn about, but to actually put that knowledge into practice and TEACH it is
another thing. I don‟t feel comfortable with the forms and features myself, let
alone explaining them to teachers OR elementary kids. Things like: material
process clauses, relational and existential process clauses, relational verbs,
additive and temporal conjuctions... What?!... Actually, I‟m learning that
functions aren‟t the difficult part. I don‟t like that they are called “functions”. I
think of them more as strategies, i.e. cause and effect, compare and contrast,
retell, infer, order, describe. The associated FORMS are what baffle me. It seems
as though the researchers and ESL professors automatically know which forms
are associated with each FUNCTION…. Anyhow, I was doing a study to find the
holy grail for language objectives. In the course of that study, I read a plethora of
research on ACADEMIC LANGUAGE and FRAMEWORKS or suggestions for
dissecting content obligatory language, but I still have not read anything that tells
me HOW TO DO IT! Thus, I feel like my head is full of information that doesn‟t
really help me do my job any better, it just complicates things! My intention is to
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find out how to create and teach GOOD language objectives given the LACK OF
PLANNING TIME. That means something that would help make this process
QUICK and EASY and TRANFERRABLE to mainstream teachers. I guess what
I need is to be so flippin‟ knowledgeable that I can do it quickly vs. thinking there
is some magic process. However, that kind of depends on the ultimate in teacher
judgment and knowledge and means there will be incredible variation between
ESL teachers and also between ESL and mainstream teachers. Where is the
consistency? Where is the validity? That was why I was hoping there was a
defined process for figuring out the genre, academic language, language function,
language form, linguistic forms, register, etc. Lord help us all if it all depends on
me! I feel like I‟ve already done such a disservice to my students! They have
VERY high stakes and need to move from red to green pretty much every year
and they can‟t afford to have an ESL teacher fumbling for the right forms, mortar,
etc. My students are almost all Level 3‟s and 4‟s and need to be challenged to
move up, not have things simplified for them. I feel like this is the ultimate
challenge to me as an ESL teacher and I have failed my kids. I have a lot to learn.
Summary
Five questions guided this study: Given a specific text, what language objective
is identified? How do teachers identify a language objective? What factors guide the
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teacher in deciding on the specific language objective? What is a language objective?
What new learning did I acquire through the process of doing this study?
Each participant created a language objective based on the same student
information, text and content objective. However, each participant created a different
language objective. The implications of the results from this study will be discussed in
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS

Five questions guided this study: Given a specific text, what language objective
is identified? How do teachers identify a language objective? What factors guide the
teacher in deciding on the specific language objective? What is a language objective?
What new learning did I acquire through the process of doing this study?
Question One: Given a specific text, what language objective is identified?
The first guiding question was “Given a specific text, what language objective is
identified?” My intention was to take out as many variables as possible so that I could
just analyze the language objectives that participants produced. All participants received
the same group of hypothetical students with the WIDA language proficiency level of 3
and 4. Each participant received the WIDA language level information, curriculum
planning guide and book. I was wondering if all participants would create the same
language objectives, or if it would vary according to their ESL knowledge or experience.
Each participant created a different language objective. This was somewhat surprising to
me. What I noticed was that each category came up with similar language objectives.
Two out of three ESL professors came up with somewhat technical language objectives
that contained a grammatical component. Both of the ESL teachers created sentence
stems and used graphic organizers in their language objectives. All of the mainstream
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teachers addressed more than one content objective within their language objective and
did not contain any technical language based component. The conclusion that I draw
from this is that even given the same group of hypothetical students, there was a lot of
variation. This supports my conclusion that there is no one “right answer”. This makes
teaching very difficult because as a practitioner, a teacher does not know if they “are
doing it right”.
Conversely, it is also hard to know, as a professional teacher, if you are doing
things wrong. As a professional, I want to do the best job possible and challenge my
students in just the right way so that they can make the magnificent progress that is
expected of them. After this practicum, I realize that there is no “magic bullet” that will
help me take my students to the top. What I have found is that being able to challenge
my students at just the right level with the correct sentence stems and teaching points
depends on my knowledge as an ESL teacher, not any outside process or template. I have
learned a lot during the course of writing this paper, the most important being that there is
a whole lot more that I need to learn in order to achieve my own fluency with genre,
language functions, language forms, text format and text features.
Questions Two and Three: How do teachers identify a language objective? What factors
guide the teacher in deciding on the specific language objective?
The second question regarding the process used by teachers to identify a language
objective involved both the practical exercise and interview. Most participants followed
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the same pattern of examining all the background information regarding the content
objective, students, WIDA language information, content planning guide and text.
However, inconsistency emerged in regards to the actual planning process after reading
all of the initial information. Almost all participants created some kind of assessment
based on the text and content objective. Only the participants with an ESL background
continued the process after the assessment to identify the academic language involved
and then create a language objective based on the academic language necessary to
successfully complete the assessment.
The third question related to the deciding factors that guided the participants on
what language objective they created. The relationship that emerged was assessment
based on the text and content objective. The WIDA language information was also a
deciding factor for all participants, which either encouraged participants to build in
scaffolds regarding modalities, pacing or cooperative groupings or encouraged
participants to create more academically demanding language teaching points.
Almost all participants first read the description of the students, then read the
WIDA language information, then looked at the guided reading lesson plans and finally
read the book. The only variation is that the ESL professors did not read the WIDA
language information and all stated they didn‟t need to because they already knew the
information. However, what I found most interesting is that the resulting language
objectives were extremely varied. The process that was used by each person varied only
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slightly. After reading all the introductory information, Michael created comprehension
questions and then created language objectives that addressed the language needed to
answer the questions appropriately. Thus, Michael used a backwards planning model of
first creating the assessment and then going backwards and creating language objectives
that would help students to be successful on the assessment. All other participants
created the assessment after they created the language objectives. All of the ESL
professors and ESL teachers created language objectives that focused on the language
function, either the language of cause and effect, or in the case of Jim, the language of
compare and contrast. However, there was variation in the academic rigor of the
language objective or language form.
The language objectives of two out of three ESL professors were challenging.
Both of these individuals also made mention in the interview that a language level of
three and four means that they are intermediate students language-wise and also factored
in that as fourth graders, these students would be sophisticated thinkers. The language
objectives produced by these individuals reflected this sentiment, as they involved more
sophisticated grammar concepts than others. The ESL teachers and one ESL professor
focused on signal words that are associated with cause and effect. However, the language
objectives do not use challenging language for a level three or four student. The signal
words (because, so, so that, like, different, unlike) would already be part of a student‟s
vernacular if they have a language level of 3 or 4. The argument could be made that
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taking language that the kids already know and having them use it to express, especially
in writing, cause and effect may be challenging academic language for the students. The
mainstream teachers all created very logical and sequential lesson plans with their
language objectives. However, outside of vocabulary, none of the mainstream teachers
addressed any language functions or forms in their language objective. One could argue
that they did not address any language in their language objective. The teachers created
content objectives with scaffolds for practice.
All variables regarding the content, text and students were the same in order to
assess one aspect, the language objective. The researcher‟s assumption was that all
participants would create different language objectives. This assumption was reaffirmed
because despite all other variables being removed from the equation, each participant
created a different language objective given the exact same information. This evidence
demonstrates that the concept of a language objective differs based on ESL educational
background and ESL teaching experience. Experts in ESL produced language objectives
that met the highest number of criteria on the evaluation checklist, which suggests a
relationship between ESL educational experience and production of language objectives.
ESL teachers created language objectives which also met a majority of the elements on
the language objective checklist, which also suggests a relationship between ESL
educational background and ESL teaching experience. Mainstream teachers created
language objectives which met the fewest amount of elements on the language objectives
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checklist. Although each mainstream teacher had over ten years of teaching experience,
all had a limited background in formal ESL training, which suggests a relationship
between ESL educational background and the production of language objectives.
Question Four: What is a language objective?
My goal with this question was to learn if there is one good consistent definition
of a language objective. Based on the answers I received from the participants, there is
not a clear and consistent definition of what a language objective is or should be.
Another motivation behind this question was to find out if through the course of the
questionnaire, practical exercise and interview, the participant‟s own definition of a
language objective changed, thus reflecting some level of reflection or learning. In
response to the question, “Do you think your definition of what a language objective is
has changed at all through this process?” all participants answered “No.”
Question Five: What new learning did I acquire through this process?
My hope was that through this process, I would discover a clear and consistent
expectation of a language objective. I was hoping that through this process, I would learn
how to take a content objective and text and be able to determine the appropriate
language that the students would need to learn and use. I do not want my students to
languish in the “red” and “yellow” intervention groups. I do not want my students to
struggle on standardized tests. I thought that I would learn the most from the practical
exercise and analyzing people in the field of ESL to learn how they would create a
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language objective. Although it was extremely informative to me, I learned more
through reading the research and writing the literature review for this paper. I already
knew about BICS vs. CALP and Dutro and Moran‟s (2003) bricks and mortar
vocabulary. However, it was very useful for me to delve deeper into Dutro and Moran‟s
ideas on function, form and fluency. I learned that I feel comfortable with language
functions, which correspond strongly to content objectives or comprehension strategies. I
do not feel as comfortable discerning or teaching language forms. Reading
Schleppegrell‟s research (2004) on linguistic patterns was new learning for me. I liked
the four tangible options that she offered in discerning linguistic patterns. I created my
own graphic organizer to make sense of the information and after doing so, the
information feels much more useful to me. My graphic organizer is something that I
would pin up on the wall in front of my desk and use when I plan lessons. The genre
information on page 85 in Schleppegrell‟s book, The Language of Schooling (2004), was
also very useful, albeit dense. I would like to investigate this further so that I could take
the dense academic language and simplify it to use in another graphic organizer that I
would keep at my desk as a resource. The ultimate goal of this entire project was for me
to learn how to become a more effective teacher for my students and a resource for the
staff. I feel that I have learned a tremendous amount about second language acquisition,
language functions, forms, linguistic patters, genre and tenor. However, at this point in
time I don‟t know how this information will positively affect my teaching and thus my
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students‟ scores. I am hoping that just increasing my personal knowledge exponentially
will translate into improved planning and teaching, but I am also apprehensive because
learning information does not mean being able to teach that information. As a teacher
and resource, I want to master the concept of language objectives before I teach them.
My concluding thought is teachers must also always be students.
The learning that was acquired by me, the researcher, was gaining a stronger
understanding of my weaknesses as an ESL teacher, my personal opportunities for
improvement and reaffirmed some strengths. An initial assumption that I made as a
researcher was that sentence frames were the easiest way to provide language support
within the content, but not explicitly teach specific language points. I thought of sentence
frames as a way to lower expectations for ELLs by not teaching specific language points,
but instead providing sentence frames for students to mimic. However, after seeing that
professors and ESL teachers both used sentence frames to teach different language forms,
I now wonder if sentence frames provide an accessible way for the ELL teacher to insert
themselves into the content curriculum. Are the sentence frames that are produced by
ESL teachers the practical manifestation of second language pedagogy taught by the
professors combined with the overwhelming demands of the mainstream content?
Limitations of the Study
This study involved eight participants and was a small case study from which
relationships can be identified. However, since the study involved such a small number
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of participants, no sweeping generalizations could be confidently supported as facts.
Only three participants were experts in the field of English as a Second Language, two
participants were practicing ESL teachers and three participants were mainstream
teachers.
Implications for Further Research
This study could easily be replicated on a larger scale to test if similar themes
emerged. This study could also concentrate on one particular category, such as having all
participants from only the ESL expert category to again explore if there is any consensus
in terms of a definition of exactly what a language objective should consist of or the
process for creating a language objective.
This study could also be replicated, but use a different tool for measurement,
either changing the checklist based on other research or creating a different tool
altogether. There is also the possibility to take the information from this project and
create graphic organizers and other lesson planning tools which could be used for action
research based on planning, practice and reflection.
Recommendations for Implementation
The checklist that was created for the purposes of this study could be used as a
resource when lesson planning. The participants also created awareness of possible
expectations of ESL professors, ESL teachers and mainstream teachers and thus
possibilities for tailoring specific future professional development. The results of this
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study showed that functional linguistics is an area of challenge for ESL and mainstream
teachers alike. The research and results of the practical exercise also support sentence
frames and scaffolded practice through the continuum of modalities from speaking to
writing is a valid means of meeting the academic language demands of ELLs. The results
of this study also support the existence of specialized language (ESL) teachers in schools
to augment content curriculum and bring a specific dedicated language focus to
instruction.
This small case study demonstrated that even experienced, knowledgeable and
empathetic mainstream teachers do not have and should not be expected to possess the
complex and specialized knowledge of academic language in addition to being experts in
their content area. To ask every mainstream teacher to be an expert in their content area
and an expert in academic language is a very unrealistic expectation. However, this study
also shows that mainstream teachers do have an awareness of how important knowledge
of the language is for their students and a willingness to learn more about how to better
meet the needs of their students and most importantly, a motivation to integrate new
professional learning into their classrooms.
“What do we need to do for these kids?” was the question asked by my
administrator. I had a feeling that the answer was too complex for a one sentence reply.
I do not yet think that I have a simple answer for this question. Right now, we know that
ELLs usually need years to acquire the academic language that they would need to be
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“green” or meet grade level standards. We also know that in order to acquire academic
language students need multiple opportunities to practice language using multiple
modalities. Students also need explicit or implicit instruction that will model the use of
academic language with correct forms for associated functions. Finally, we as teachers
need to have the foresight and planning to understand the assessment tools that will be
used so that our teaching can be effectively focused on the academic language that the
task demands. Now, my hope is to close my personal achievement gap between
knowledge and practice.
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE

What hobbies do you have that might be related to language in some way?
How many years have you been teaching?
What is your educational background and areas of emphasis?
What experience do you have working with English Learners?
What languages do you speak?
When did you learn a second language? Please be specific.
What language related classes have you taken? Please be specific.
What do you think is your linguistic strength?
Vocabulary?
Grammar?
Morphology?
What is a language objective?
What experience do you have with creating or teaching language objectives?
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW

1. What was your process for creating the language objective?
Follow up: Tell me more about that… In what order did you think about those factors?
2. What background knowledge did you use to inform your decision?
Follow up: What prior knowledge did you already have? What prior knowledge did you
already have in regards to the text, the students or the language level?
3. What teacher experience or judgment did you use when creating the language
objective?
Follow up: What assumptions did you have? Could you tell me more about that?
4. To what extent did the content objective influence your process? To what extent
did the language level influence your process? What other factors were influential?
Follow up: Could you elaborate on that?
5. Does your language objective focus on a modality or a specific aspect of language?
Follow up: Which modality? Which aspect of language? Why did you choose that?
6. Would you realistically incorporate this into a lesson or unit?
Follow up: Why or why not?
7. What is a language objective?
8. Do you think your definition of what a language objective is has changed at all
through this process?
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Follow up: In what way has your definition changed and why do you think that is?
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APPENDIX C: DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDENTS

For this practicum, the planning will be for a hypothetical group of fourth grade
students whose reading levels are Fountas and Pinnel level L. The WIDA levels of the
students range from level 3 to level 4. The story is a non-fiction text about famous
athletes. The content objective is cause and effect.

Description of the L Stage of Reading:
DRA Level 24
Guided Reading Level L
Characteristics of the Reader:
At Level L, readers process easy chapter books including some series books, with more
sophisticated plots and few illustrations, as well as shorter informational and fiction
books. They adjust their reading to process a range of genres (realistic fiction, simple
fantasy, informational texts, traditional literature, and biography, as well as some special
types of texts, for example, mysteries). They understand that chapters have multiple
episodes related to a single plot. They learn some new content through reading and are
required to bring more prior knowledge to the process; but the content is usually
accessible through the text and illustrations. At this level, readers are beginning to
recognize themes across texts (friendship, courage), and they understand some abstract
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ideas. They see multiple perspectives of characters as revealed through description, what
they say, think, or do, and what others say about them. They process complex sentences
with embedded clauses and figurative language. They recognize and/or flexibly solve a
large number of words, many content-specific words, and some technical words. They
read silently in independent reading; in oral reading, they demonstrate all aspects of
smooth, fluent processing (Pinnell and Fountas, 2007).
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APPENDIX D: GUIDED READING CHART

Grade
Level

Kindergarten

Grade 1

Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

Reading
Recovery

FountasPinnell
Guided
Reading

DRA

A, B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
20

I

16

J, K
L, M

22

N

24
26
28
30
32
34

O, P
Q, R, S
T, U, V
W, X, Y
Z
Z

20
28
30
34
38
40
44

A
B
C

A
1
2
3
4

D

6

E

8

F

10

Basal
Equivalent

Lexile
Levels

Readiness
PrePrimer 1
PrePrimer 2
PrePrimer 3

Primer
G

12

H

14
Grade 1

200-299

Grade 2

300-399
400-499

Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

500-599
600-699
700-799
800-899
900-999
1000-1100
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APPENDIX E: WIDA PERFORMANCE DEFINITIONS FOR THE LEVELS OF
ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY IN GRADES K-12
6 – Reaching





5 – Bridging







specialized or technical language reflective of the content areas at grade
level
a variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic complexity in extended
oral or written discourse as required by the specified grade level
oral or written communication in English comparable to proficient English
peers
specialized or technical language of the content areas
a variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic complexity in extended
oral or written discourse, including stories, essays or reports
oral or written language approaching comparability to that of proficient
English peers when presented with grade level material
specific and some technical language of the content areas
a variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic complexity in oral
discourse or multiple, related sentences or paragraphs
oral or written language with minimal phonological, syntactic or semantic
errors that do not impede the overall meaning of the communication when
presented with oral or written connected discourse with sensory, graphic or
interactive support

4 – Expanding



3 – Developing





general and some specific language of the content areas
expanded sentences in oral interaction or written paragraphs
oral or written language with phonological, syntactic or semantic errors that
may impede the communication, but retain much of its meaning, when
presented with oral or written, narrative or expository descriptions with
sensory, graphic or interactive support

2 – Beginning





general language related to the content areas
phrases or short sentences
oral or written language with phonological, syntactic, or semantic errors
that often impede the meaning of the communication when presented with
one to multiple-step commands, directions, questions, or a series of
statements with sensory, graphic or interactive support

1 – Entering




pictorial or graphic representation of the language of the content areas
words, phrases or chunks of language when presented with one-step
commands, directions, WH-, choice or yes/no questions, or statements with
sensory, graphic or interactive support
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APPENDIX F: WIDA CAN DO DESCRIPTORS: GRADE LEVEL CLUSTER 3-5
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APPENDIX G: CHECKLIST

Checklist
Content:

Text Format & Features:

Practice:

Process: Based on
interview

Name:
Objective: Cause and Effect
Text
Language Function: Cause and
Effect
Cause & Effect Language Form
Genre
Agency
Logical Connections
Cohesive Reference Chains
Point of View
Vocabulary
Socializing Intelligence
Fluency

Content
Assessment
Academic Language
Language Objective

Y/N
X
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APPENDIX H: RESULTS
pseudonym language objective
Michael
Cause and effect structure: _________ achieved his/her goal of
becoming______ by verb+ing...
Vocabulary: achieve a goal, professional, champion
Stanley
SWBAT retell the causes and effects that led to athletic success using
cause/effect signal words and/or phrases.
Jim
Recognize words and phrases that signal cause and effect: X then Y,
Y yet non(X), dream of Y (dream come true = y), X never dreamed
of Y
Introduce patterns 1-4 with students own achievements
Use adapted grid to do chap. 2 as a class -- 3 column grid: Cause,
Link, Effect
Group work for ch. 3-5, jigsaw
Andy
Students will be able to tell how the subjects in the story are the same
and different (compare and contrast)
Students will be able to write a graphic comparison (venn
diagram/lists) to show how subjects in the story are the same and
different
Students will be able to use different language structures to compare
and contrast characters (e.g. a is similar to B because... a is like B
because.... or a is unlike B because...A is different than B because…)
Meredith
Say to a partner the cause and effect key words: because, had to, so
that"
Sentence frame: _______ became a basketball star because he
_________________.
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Sentence frame: ________ had to ________ so that ___________.
Sentence frame: _________ practiced swimming so that she could
___________.
Say cause and effect key words in a sentence using he sentence frame
to identify cause and effect.
Write 3 cause and effect examples using the key words "because", "so
that" and "had to".
Pam
Read "Living Your Dream" independantly, then aloud in small groups
Orally discuss the main idea (It takes hard work and courage to make a
dream come true) Go over any vocab and figurative language. Discuss
realtionship/hard work and dream come true/cause and effect.
Venn diagram (compare and contrast 2 athletes from the text)
Select 1 athlete and write your opinion on how that person fulfilled
their dream. Find details to support your answers and opinion.
Include any text to self connections.
Dwight
Students will process through new vocabulary so as to fully access
text.
Before reading the text, Living Your Dream, have a discussion about
the term. What does it mean? What are some of your dreams?
Using the glossary as a guide, read each word and its definition.
Encourage students to ask questions. Are there any other definitions
for any of these words? (Cast-as in those who performed, record-as in
vinyl music maker and record-as in to "put down" for future use,
pitcher vs. picture and medal vs. metal)
Phyllis
Define a dream based on the book‟s theme examples
Pick a person from the book and describe their dream. List 3 events
that they experienced and helped them reach/achieve their dream.
Show these events on a time line and be prepared to share out with the
group. Every member will share what you have learned.
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